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ABSTRACT :  

The Indian English Drama: Themes and Techniques is a volume of 
exploration articles on contemporary Indian playwrights and their works 
beginning from Rabindranath Tagore to virtually all current age of 
writers like Girish Karnad, Vijay Tendulkar, Mahesh Dattani, Badal Sirkar, 
HabibTanvir, Utpal Dutt, Mahasweta Devi, Usha Ganguli, Manjula 
Padmanabhan, Mahesh Elkunchwar and ManojMitra. The book will be 
useful in giving basic knowledge to comprehend the craftsmanship and 
vision of contemporary Indian playwrights both from topical and 
specialized perspectives. The early on part of the book is creative to 
comprehend the development and improvement of Indian English show. 
Creators have introduced their basic perspectives on pretty much every part of sensational expressions, topics 
and methods relating to Indian dramatists and their works. The book will give many noteworthy ideas and 
thoughts on Indian English show and is valuable for the two scientists and learnersDrama is a mimetic 
portrayal of life consolidating in itself the genuine and the anecdotal, craftsmanship and reality, introducing 
the occasions and characters inside an element of existence. It joins the characteristics of account verse with 
of visual expressions. It is a story made obvious. In this examination paper, analyst tests into the superb and 
unblemished custom of dramatization in India. The proceeded with absence of the living theater and a live 
crowd has been the central reason for the predicament of Indian dramatization in English. Contemporary 
Indian Drama in English interpretation has made intense developments and productive investigations as far 
as both topical concerns and specialized virtuosities. Dramatization isn't just a masterful articulation of life 
yet additionally an apparatus for social change. It has been furnishing diversion round the world with topics 
fixated on the ways of life of individuals of different districts other than assisting them with examining their 
social issues while imparting dynamism among them. In India, dramatization started its excursion with 
Sanskrit plays and Natyashastra is the most seasoned content of its hypothesis. Show that created in middle 
age depended on oral customs and incorporated the people and territorial performance center like Raslila, 
Ramlila and Nautanki. After freedom the Indian show was incredibly improved by GirishKarnad, Vijay 
Tendulkar, and Mohan Rakesh who created their dramatization in territorial dialects like Kannada, Marathi 
and Hindi.  

 
KEYWORDS : Theatre, Drama, Genre, Playwright, Dramatist. 
 
INTRODUCTION :  

Drama is a composite craftsmanship in which the composed expression of the dramatist is 
concretized when it turns into the expressed expression of the entertainer on the stage. It includes the 
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writer, the entertainer, the crowd, plot development, portrayal, discoursed, music, dance, act, stage setting 
and so forth The beginning of Indian show is followed to Sanskrit writing. Bharatmuni's 'Natvasastra', 
RamchandraGunchandra's 'AbhinayaDarpanat and Abinav Gupta's 'AbhinayaBharti' are the old compositions 
which depict the fundamentals of stage create like plot development, portrayal, discoursed, music, dance, 
stances, stage-setting. The brilliant time of Sanskrit show could give equivalent force to social comedies like 
the Mricchakatika and dramas like the Malathimadhava, sentimental tragi-comedies like Shakuntala and the 
gallant plays like Venisamhara, verifiable plays like Mudrarakshasa and rom-coms like Ratnavali, figurative 
plays like Prabodhachandrodaya and mocking jokes like Mattavilasaprahasana. Bhasa is the most established 
known writer. His works of art - Urubhanga and Dutavakya and Karna — are known for their lamentable 
force and emotional style. The preeminent accomplishment of Indian show is without a doubt Kalidasa, who 
is regularly called Shakespeare of India. He has given the world significant otherworldly vision of life. His 
artful culmination, AbhiiananaShakuntala, is supposed to be the most extravagant and most totally fulfilling 
sentimental dramatization. After the Sanskrit dramatization stopped to be acted and was perused distinctly 
as writing, the performance center of individuals thrived for a long time and obliged the Indian masses. The 
old quality and completion of dramatization was gone, yet individuals actually required unwinding and 
diversion. Hence emerged folkforms like Jatra and Navtanki in Bengal, BhandJashn in Kashmir, Rasadhari 
plays in Mathura, Ramlila in Northern India, Bhavai in Gujarat; Lalita, Khele, Dashavtar and Tamasha in 
Maharashtra; Yakshagana, Bayalata, Attadata, Doddata and Sonnata in Karnataka; Veedhi-natakam in 
Andhra Pradesh; and the Kutiyattam, Mohiniattam and Kathakali dance dramatizations in Kerala.  

It was simply after the British set up their system in India that the injured Indian show got new 
strength and seen a recovery. Indian-English Drama made a modest start with the distribution of Krishna 
Mohan Banerji's 'The Persecuted' in 1831. Notwithstanding, the genuine excursion of Indian English Drama 
started with Michael MadhusudhanDutt's 'Is This Called Civilization' which showed up on the abstract skyline 
in 1871, however it was not trailed by a practical innovative exertion for quite a long time together. Among 
the different types of Indian writing in English, show appears to linger a long ways behind verse and fiction. 
After a long break of not many years it was simply by the mid twentieth century that Indian English Drama 
assembled energy affected by British Drama. There are conceivable explanations behind the captured 
development of Indian English dramatization.  

Mahesh Dattani is the main contemporary screenwriter who showed up not too far off in the late 
20th century and added to Indian dramatization through his remarkable plays. Going through different 
stages Indian show got a free personality and awareness in Dattani's plays. Dattani is incorporated to the 
classification of the writers who champion the reason for genuine workmanship that is liberated from any 
hypothesis, all inclusive in test and speaking to all the segments of society. Dattani investigates the 
contemporary social issues which are viewed as prohibited in Indian culture like gays, lesbians, eunuchs, 
bisexuals and ladies. He adequately utilizes dramatization as an integral asset to introduce the truth and 
achieve an essential social change. The current paper is an undertaking to contextualize the commitment of 
Mahesh Dattani in the trustworthiness of dramatic convention. 

The proceeded with absence of the living theater and a live crowd has been the central reason for 
this predicament of Indian dramatization in English. Language is another obstacle that hampers the 
advancement of Indian show in English. The pre-autonomy period saw a few stalwarts like Rabindranath 
Tagore, Sir Aurobindo. T.P. Kailasam, A.S.P. Ayyar, Loba-Prabhu, HarindranathChattopadhyaya and Bharathi 
Sarabhai who contributed considerably to the development and improvement of Indian English 
dramatization.  The extraordinary gather of Sanskrit dramatization by pre-prominent play-wrights like Bhasa, 
Kalidasa, Shudraka, Vishakadatta, Bhavabhuti and Harsha began om first millenium. This assemblage of 
works contrasts in its reach and influence and the sensational yield of other rich theater conventions of the 
world old Greek theater and Elizabethan theater. The brilliance of antiquated Sanskrit show finished with the 
main thousand years. Generally the venue comprised of the hall, stage and the behind the stage which is 
behind the stage. Drape isolates the stage and behind the stage. The dramatization was performed without 
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view and improvements. It was a greater amount of acting and signals by the entertainers. Ensemble and 
make-up was managed by show so jobs were promptly conspicuous. Most sort of show had a legend , a 
courageous woman, a reprobate and a "vidushaka" as an entertainer. Topics were basically founded on 
adoration. The dramatization for the most part opened with a blessing tune followed by an introduction as a 
discourse/conversation between the main entertainer and his entertainer giving the title , nature and event 
of the play. Brutality and demise were illegal to be acted in the stage. Toward the finish of the play came a 
closing section a virtual statement of gratitude. Here we are talking about some acclaimed society theaters 
of India.  

 
FOLK THEATRES 
1. Bhand Pather (Jashin) - Kashmir  
 It is an interesting blend of dance, music and acting.  
 Satire, mind and farce are favored for instigating giggling.  
 Music is given surnai, nagaara and dhol.  
 Since the entertainers are essentially from the cultivating network, the effect of their method of living, 

beliefs and affectability is noticable.  
2. Swang - Haryana  
• It is essentially music-based.  
• Gradually, writing as well, assumed its job in the exchanges.  
• Softness of feelings, achievement of rasa alongside the advancement of character can be seen  
• Two significant styles are from Rohtak and Haathras.  
• In the style having a place with Rohtak, the language utilized is Haryanvi (Bangru) and in Haathras, it is 

Brajbhasha.  
3. Nautanki - Uttar Pradesh  
• Most mainstream places - Kanpur, Lucknow and Haathras  
• The meters utilized in the sections are: Doha, Chaubola, Chhappai, Behar-e-tabeel.  
• Nowadays, ladies have additionally begun partaking.  
4. Raasleela  
• It depends solely on Lord Krishna legends.  
• It is accepted that Nand Das composed the underlying plays dependent on the life of Krishna.  
• Dialogs in writing are consolidated flawlessly with melodies and scenes from Krishna's tricks.  
 
MODERN THEATRE 

The archaic period saw the rise of territorial language writings which didn't create sensational works 
similar to old works of art. A few advancements occurred in strict dramatization, because of socio-strict 
change Bhakti Movements, which immersed the subcontinent during the middle age period. Against the 
foundation of this rich custom, Indian show was reawakened during British pilgrim interregnum in 
eighteenth and nineteenth hundreds of years. The catalyst came from two sources: the rich legacy of Indian 
show and the openness to Western sensational works of art through English. Interpretations began showing 
up at the same time of Sanskrit works of art and Western works of art, especially Shakespeare. Till now show 
had not created as a significant abstract type in Indian dialects. Show presently started to thrive as an 
esteemed scholarly type close by the advanced sort of fiction, additionally a reaction to Western impact. 
There was relating extraordinary improvement in theater: the ascent of metropolitan amusement theater. 
This emerged to give diversion to the expanding populace of huge urban communities resulting upon 
industrialization. The new metropolitan performance center is prominently known as Parsi theater. This 
classification was a fascinating combination of Western Naturalistic dramatization, show and a few nearby 
components. Scene dependent on immense settings and bright backgrounds was a fundamental piece of it. 
The stage was typically isolated into front and back for the organizing of principle and auxiliary activity. 
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Music was its life-breath. The entertainers of this auditorium were additionally incredible vocalists. The 
acting got naturalistic and sensational rather than the adapted procedures of customary Indian theater. Parsi 
theater creations picked their story-lines from different sources: mainstream legendary, fables and 
contemporary life.There were likewise variations of Western works of art like Shakespeare and Lessing. Not 
at all like conventional society and ancestral theater Parsi theater was carried on in inside spaces, presently 
called proscenium theater. Equipped to delight metropolitan center and common laborers this venue 
creates a pot pouri of acting, humor, sentiment and social analysis. Having created in recently arising huge 
urban areas like Kolkata, Delhi, Mubai and Chennai structure late nineteenth century, this type of expert 
venue performed by proficient gatherings, now and then voyaging, was the solitary wellspring of mass 
amusement before the rise of film. With their accentuation on music, scene and drama, their creations 
turned into the ideal models for Indian film. Besides in certain states like Maharashtra and Assam, 
amusement theater was progressively superseded by mainstream film by 1970's.  
 
THEATRE AND CONTEMPORARY INDIA  

The fundamental crowd for contemporary performance center is overpowering metropolitan 
combined with a solid hypothetical and basic assumption that it is homogeneous in organization. The 
average Indian theatergoer is seen as working class, instructed (however not in every case expertly prepared 
or utilized), generally unseasoned in the way of life of theater, and pretty much open to a diverse scope of 
current venue structures (AparnaBhargavaDhawadker, 2005:108). Albeit, in India as in the west the 
observers have wide contact with the electronic broad communications, they stand out from the western 
perspectives on account of theater viewership. In the event that the choices are accessible, the Indian crowd 
favors movies to theater show or dramatization. Along these lines for evident reasons, for the individuals 
who carries plays to the stage, the advancement of genuine performance center has gotten at the very least 
a courageous act.Some significant decisions about the gathering of contemporary Indian auditorium follow 
from this conversation. As the greater part of the scholarly writers once in a while draw in with issues of 
spectatorship, chiefs, for example, Subbanna, Ganguly and Chowdry and coordinating writers, for example, 
Dutt and Siccar assumed the liability for the essential arrangement in crowd advancement. In the 
contemporary Indian culture, the essential crowd for the cutting edge Indian venue is taught working class 
metropolitan watchers. In India, various experts have been endeavoring to extend viewership across the 
limits of class, locale, and language. Such endeavors remember the effective inventive strides of female 
chiefs for making new models of execution on the Indian stage. A little gathering of Indian crowds have 
taken an interest in the post-1950 theater development and saw the foundation of new public norm to 
connect the huge material hole among theater and film. 

Present day INDIAN DRAMA As RECENTLY AS SIX YEARS AGO, New Delhi, the capital of the Indian 
Republic, come up short on a performance center with sufficient offices for arranging current creations. 
When, in 1953, the Central Executive of the All India Fine Arts and Crafts Society, of which the author turns 
out to be the Secretary, thought about the subject of taking a credit from the Government for building a 
theater, there were numerous who felt that it would be a self-destructive endeavor, as the profits would not 
meet the four and a half percent interest on the advance, not to state anything of the discount of the capital. 
Today, in any case, fifty emotional gatherings are working in the capital alone and the Fine Arts Theater is 
reserved a very long time ahead of time by these and others from the different districts. This incredible 
nearly hystcrical-movement is expected fundamentally to the energy produced by the political liberation. 
The scene is one of perplexing assortment of approaches and styles and without some information on the 
chronicled foundation, it is difficult to put forth a lucid examination of contemporary sensational attempt in 
India. We can't bear to harp too long on a review of the old style convention. In any case, it is important to 
recollect that, starting in sentimental stories outlined in stanza discoursed in the Rig-Veda and in bardic 
presentations, Sanskrit show had yielded a rich assortment of plays during the early hundreds of years of the 
Christian period. In spite of the regular presumption that the Indian custom avoided misfortunes, Bhasa in 
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the third century had created veritable misfortunes in which truly greathearted men fell because of a weak 
spot in their character and the awful therapy was accomplished by the knowledge these saints obtained with 
respect to themselves in defying their dismal fate. Lighthearted comedy - with a lot of imperativeness and 
humor was made by Sundraka and was given fincr mental hints by Kalidasa in the fourth and Bhavabhuti in 
the seventh hundreds of years. Visakhadatta, around 800 A.D. pcrfected the satire of complex plots, in light 
of surveillance and political interests which Chanakya, the incomparable Maurya legislator and India's 
Machiavelli, had culminated into a standard science. Bharata gave the hypothetical structure to the style just 
as the creation procedures of this traditional accomplishment. With the decrease of Sanskrit, this custom 
lost its innovative force. On the off chance that it had not delayed itself in changes, it would have been 
unessential even to make reference to traditional show in this article. Yet, what truly happened was that the 
dramaturgy of Bharata and the Sanskrit plays propelled new structures in the cutting edge Indian dialects 
403 404 MODERN DRAMA February when these started to get balanced out. The Yatms of Bengal, the 
Yakshaganas of Andhra Pradesh and the Kathakali of Kerala are the results of this recurrent recovery after 
the old style rot. A few scholars have classed them as society dramatization. I am anxious about the 
possibility that that this is deluding scientific categorization. The rich Sanskrit tissue of the language of these 
structures and their nearby adherence to Bharata's dramaturgic ordinances, which ongoing examination has 
set up certain, demonstrate that they are as fundamentally identified with the way of life of the elites as 
Kalidasa was to the privileged layer of the Gupta domain. Let us, thusly, call them types of conventional 
show, since they truly advanced by inventive transformations in the traditional heredity. A significant 
distinction among old style and customary dramatization is the way that the last are stanza shows. Kalidasa, 
the best writer in the Sanskrit custom, had kept away from stanza as the ordinary vehicle for his shows. 
Refrain verses were to be sure utilized for unmistakable purposes just as for communicating enthusiastic 
power. The exchanges, nonetheless, were mostIy in writing. However, customary dramatization 
acknowledged section as its sole medium. This made ready for another change. In Sanskrit plays, the refrain 
verses were not sung; they were just recounted.  
 
CHALLENGES FACED BY THE INDIAN ENGLISH DRAMATIST  
 Have you ever asked why Indians have composed not many plays in English? All things considered, 
before any of you state to yourself that you didn't realize that, that you accepted that there were many 
distributed plays, let me be more exact and inquire as to why scarcely any plays in Indian English are ever 
organized? This inquiry again accepts that you watch plays, and that your town has a solid theater. 
Regardless of whether that were in this way, you would have understood that everything isn't well with 
theater in India and that it needs incredible responsibility and interest to make a big difference for theater. 
Since there is so minimal motivating force financially, there is a lack of good screenwriters in India, and 
English is no exception.Indian English dramatization has an in-fabricated restraining factor - the way that the 
vast majority of our life is spent communicating in different dialects. English is normally connected with 
certain utilitarian spaces - certain workplaces or scholarly foundations. Indeed, even in these spaces English 
isn't even the solitary language utilized any more, besides in composed reports. In spite of the fact that these 
may have incredible effect on our lives, consider test results for example, the dramatizations of our lives are 
happened in a melange of dialects, regularly in dialects other than English. In the present condition, how is 
the Indian English screenwriter to make persuading theater? Thus, our first point could be that the Indian 
English dramatist needs to compose exchanges in a language that his characters may not talk constantly or 
even in the particular conditions that the writer has made.  
 
SOLUTIONS 

In a new discussion between them, GirishKarnad and Mahesh Dattani had many - intriguing 
comments about performance center in India (Indian Review of Books, Vol. 8, No. 6, Mar-April 1999). One of 
the significant difficulties as they see it is to compose trustworthy discoursed. As GirishKarnad puts it, "You 
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compose spoken discourse - you simply don't compose exchanges." What Karnad implies is that what the 
writer composes needs to seem like it very well may be spoken by the given character in the given 
conditions. It ought not sound unnatural or text scholarly. The discourse need not, ought not, comply with 
the guidelines of composed English. As Karnad says, Indian English dramatists ought not state, "as they may 
have learnt in an English class."Is it of any unexpected then that Indian English performance center is a 
particularly yielding field that on the off chance that it were not for the developing worldwide impact of the 
language it would have been surrendered quite a while in the past as not worth developing? Official support, 
whatever there has been, has consistently been reached out to theater in Indian dialects. The National 
School of Drama in New Delhi for example which is the chief organization in this nation for preparing 
entertainers and chiefs for theater, requires its understudies to know and capacity in Hindi. Theater costs 
cash and private supporters like mechanical houses must be charmed to support shows by theater bunches 
who don't have official support. They have expanded their help for English plays as of late however just for 
those which have incredible diversion esteem and are as of now acknowledged as plays worth going to. It 
isn't to their greatest advantage to support disputable or upsetting plays. So while there is a greater amount 
of English venue in these long stretches of progression, there is still just a single Dattani who has made it 
effectively to the stage and to our cognizance. 
 
CONCLUSION: 

The Indian English Drama: Themes and Techniques is a volume of exploration articles on 
contemporary Indian playwrights and their works beginning from Rabindranath Tagore to virtually all current 
age of writers like GirishKarnad, Vijay Tendulkar, Mahesh Dattani, BadalSirkar, HabibTanvir, UtpalDutt, 
Mahasweta Devi, UshaGanguli, ManjulaPadmanabhan, Mahesh Elkunchwar and ManojMitra. The proceeded 
with absence of the living theater and a live crowd has been the central reason for the predicament of Indian 
dramatization in English. It includes the writer, the entertainer, the crowd, plot development, portrayal, 
discoursed, music, dance, act, stage setting and so forth The beginning of Indian show is followed to Sanskrit 
writing. Bharatmuni's 'Natvasastra', RamchandraGunchandra's 'AbhinayaDarpanat and Abinav Gupta's 
'AbhinayaBharti' are the old compositions which depict the fundamentals of stage create like plot 
development, portrayal, discoursed, music, dance, stances, stage-setting. The brilliant time of Sanskrit show 
could give equivalent force to social comedies like the Mricchakatika and dramas like the Malathimadhava, 
sentimental tragi-comedies like Shakuntala and the gallant plays like Venisamhara, verifiable plays like 
Mudrarakshasa and rom-coms like Ratnavali, figurative plays like Prabodhachandrodaya and mocking jokes 
like Mattavilasaprahasana. The proceeded with absence of the living theater and a live crowd has been the 
central reason for this predicament of Indian dramatization in English. Parsi theater creations picked their 
story-lines from different sources: mainstream legendary, fables and contemporary life.There were likewise 
variations of Western works of art like Shakespeare and Lessing. Not at all like conventional society and 
ancestral theater Parsi theater was carried on in inside spaces, presently called proscenium theater. 
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